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Directions: Read the following paragraphs and answer the question that follows each one by circling the
letter of the BEST answer choice.
Paragraph 1: The Environment
Almost everyone would agree that cleaning up the environment and keeping it that way is a good
thing. The obvious negative impacts on human health and the ecosystems on Earth are well understood.
Yet, there are underlying consequences to compliance to this most basic need that need to be studied, as
well. The government of the U.S. has requested voluntary action from citizens and industry, and it has
also legislated action in order to start the clean-up process. An example of this is the Clean Air Act. The
good news is that this law requires that emissions into the air meet certain standards that will help clean
up the environment. Under this act, cars have to reduce emissions of nitrous oxides by 60%, and "clean
coal" technologies have to reduce harmful emissions by 20%. Industry is required to reduce emissions of
over 200 compounds that are known to cause health problems. The bad news is the cost of compliance.
Estimates of consumer costs for a cleaner environment go as high as $50 billion a year, and that study
does not even take into account the loss of jobs from reshaping industries to meet the new standards.
Which of the following statements best expresses the main idea of the paragraph?
A. Industries in nations across the United States need to unite to maintain the standards created by
the Clean Air Act despite the costs to the country.
B. Industries are doing their part to reduce emissions that are known to have ill effects on the
environment and human health.
C. Although legislation that supports cleaning up the environment is a good idea, the costs of such
efforts need to be evaluated.
D. Cleaning up the environment is best accomplished through both legislation like the Clean Air Act
and volunteerism from humans impacted by emissions.
Paragraph 2: Asperger's Syndrome
A child with Asperger's Syndrome may move into the personal space of others, failing to
recognize body language and even verbal cues that he or she has transgressed. Friends and new
acquaintances alike may be acknowledged with tight and enthusiastic hugs. Bypassing typical greetings
like "Hi, how are you?" an older child with Asperger's may launch into discourse on the latest topic of
concern. This narrow special interest (e.g., Civil War maritime strategies, accuracy of train schedules)
may be age-inappropriate (e.g., "Power Rangers" cartoons at age 16) or boring, but a child with this
disorder will often continue to clarify, oblivious to disinterest, "looks," or snickers from the people close
by.
Which of the following statements best expresses the main idea of the paragraph?
A. Asperger's Syndrome is a disorder that affects an afflicted child's social interactions.
B. Asperger's Syndrome is a disorder that affects many different aspects of an afflicted child's life.
C. Asperger's Syndrome is a disorder causing an afflicted child to have narrow special interests that
are often age-inappropriate.
D. Asperger's Syndrome is a disorder causing an afflicted child to act especially reserved around
new experiences and people.

Paragraph 3: !orth Point School District
Recently, a $114 million bond was approved which will be used in the upcoming year to renovate
existing schools and build new schools in the North Point school district. Additions will also be built onto
the three high schools, three new elementary schools will be built, and a Career Center will also be
constructed for high school students on the campus of North Point Community College. In addition,
technology in the district will be brought up to date, teacher's will receive bonuses denied last year, and
two new vice principals will be hired for Smithson Middle School and Harry P. Shulte Middle School.
Which of the following statements best expresses the main idea of the paragraph?
A. North Point School District is going to be going through major changes in the upcoming year.
B. North Point School District has received bond money to build new schools and update technology
in the upcoming year.
C. North Point School District is going to be going through changes which will take place in the
spring of next year.
D. North Point School District has received bond money which will be used to upgrade the entire
school district in many ways this upcoming year.

Paragraph 4: Students with Special !eeds
Often, students are not capable of performing within a designated range of expectations in school.
Those students who hover below the normative range due to physical or cognitive impairments must be
evaluated to determine if special services or accommodations are needed. High schools are required to
offer a wide array of special services to those students who are evaluated as incapable of staying within
the normative range of performance standards in the classroom. The special services offered can help
these students reach their maximum potential, but before they can be administered, a teacher has to
identify that there is a problem.
Which of the following statements best expresses the main idea of the paragraph?
A. High schools are required to help students with special needs achieve their maximum potential.
B. High schools are required to help students who have been identified by a teacher as having
special needs, achieve their maximum potential.
C. High schools serve the needs of various types of students, including those who have been
identified as having special needs.
D. High schools serve the needs of various types of students, but only offer special services to those
who have been identified as having cognitive impairments.

Paragraph 5: Legends
Legends make children dream of princesses riding bare back through fields of fragrant heather.
They immortalize noble knights, champions for humanity, who fought tyranny as they raced through a
village with sword brandished and banner waving in the afternoon breeze. Legends awaken imagination
in the young and spur creativity in the old. The famous and trustworthy story of King Arthur is one of
those great legends made famous through repeated telling. According to the stories about King Arthur, he
was a man of valor, integrity, and honor in the face of challengers and opposition. He strove to lead all of
England down the path of goodness and prosperity without any foolish moves or attacks of cowardice. He
supposedly did all of these wonderful things, but as it seems, not one person knows how this legend came
to be, and some even debate that he was once alive.
Which of the following statements best expresses the main idea of the paragraph?
A. King Arthur's legends have been inspirational for both the old and the young.
B. Legends, like that of King Arthur, can be inspirational despite their muddled beginnings or
deficient proof.
C. Legends can inspire both the young and the old.
D. Legends, like that of King Arthur, are inspirational to those who want to believe in fairy tales.

